GIAVA

Booking profile 2012

Bio:

He starts his rise in club culture at “Alibi” and, starting
from “Eden”, his unconventional sound allows him
to be noticed from “Colazione da Tiffany” and “The
Base” groups but more important from “Les follies de
pigalle”, a well-known one night, with which he starts
an useful collaboration partnership.
In 1996, Giava with Marcello Amato set up “Lollypop
House Club”, an important brand with reaches a
considerable successful at Parma, Piacenza and
Milano areas.
Giava played and plays in the best clubs like
Cocoricò, Echoes, Fluid, Mazoom, Qube, Bolgia,
Ritual, Kinki, Eden, Amnesia, Magazzini Generali,
Matrix, Cafè Solaire, Tocqueville with international
guests like Sven Vath, Paco Osuna, Magda, Morillo,
Adam Beyer, Anja Schneider, Ivan Smagghe, Paul
Woolford, Davide Squillace, Tania Vulcano, e many
more.
In 2005, thanks to Gasoline Records,a record label
managed with B. Converso, he begins a carrer in
record industry. Then he passes at Native and then
Hussy Records.
Guest at MI-TEK, Friday evening summer party
managed by Cafè Solaire, he captured thousand of
people with his sound (season 2010).
In 2011, he is a Resident Dj at De Sade Milano, a
disco that has made the history in Milan clubbing .
In collaboration with DIN DAA DAA and Fiesta Loca
d’Ibiza, De Sade becomes a reference point for music
addicted.
He also plays in Barcellona, Ibiza and Bucarest.
Giava has the honour to add in F&G Dj Trade book,
an important English agency.
Thanks to his way to play mixed different kinds of
sound without prejudices, his ways of easy passage
and his charisma which he comunicates during his
dj set, Giava is one of the important dj Italian house
music scene.

Media:

Facebook
Soundcloud
Gasoline Records web site
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